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President's Drift
Greetings fellow DFC’ers...

SEPTEMBER
Wednesday,
September 12, 2018
Chit-Chat & Dinner: 6:00
Meeting/Guest Speaker: 7:00

Elks Lodge
1775 West Chandler Blvd.
Chandler, Arizona 85224

Desert Fly Casters Supports
BARBLESS HOOKS
CATCH & RELEASE

Frank Schettino • September 2018

It's September and the monsoon season is coming to an end. We made it
through a particularly active season, let’s hope some of the rain made it
into the streams and lakes where it’s needed.
This months speaker is past President Steve Berry. Steve’s presentation
will be on winter fishing. A cool way to enjoy a night with your fellow
trout bums.
There are a couple of outings coming up. On Saturday September 15th
its our annual day at The links at Queen Creek golf course outing with
Project Healing Waters. The annual trip to the San Juan is September 17th to the 23rd.
In this issue of the newsletter there is some information on the National Park Service Non
Native Aquatic Species Management plan. We have reported on this for a few months now.
There is a last minute meeting coming up, however there is no date yet. As soon as there
is one an email will be sent out. If you are able to attend I ask that you
do. Anglers are needed to show support.
Tight Lines,
Frank Schettino									

DFC Club Meeting September 12, 2018

Hook up with past DFC president, STEVE BERRY, and gain knowledgable information
on Winter fishing here in Arizona. Steve is always a favorite...Don’t miss this one!

Come meet-up with us Trout Bums...6:00 Dinner... 7:00 Club Meeting,
followed by your monthly program along with fun and raffle prizes!

"The solution to any problem -- work, love, money,
whatever -- is to go fishing, and the worse the
problem, the longer the trip should be."
~John Gierach

Fly fishermen are born honest, but they get over it. Ed Zern
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Annual August DFC Swap Meet...

Some easy photos here of a great night with our Trout
Bums... Time to relax among friends... Find something they
might not need, or ever use... Then, swap it next year!
DFC MISSION STATEMENT

To advance the sport of fly
fishing in Arizona through
education, conservation
and community outreach
efforts by:
• Providing Education
classes and clinics on fly
fishing, fly casting, fly
tying, rod building and
other associated skills

• Committing to conserve,
restore, and enhance local
and regional fisheries
• Making fishing
approachable, enjoyable
and safe in family friendly
environment
• Promoting responsible
angling practices
CATCH US HERE:
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Volunteers Needed for Work on Canyon Creek on September 7th and 8th
Jim Strogen

Volunteer Work Days on Canyon Creek
Friday, September 7th and Saturday September 8th
Contact Dana Warnecke AZGFD 480-324-3547 • dwarnecke@azgfd.gov

The attached photos seen
here are from AZGFD files
taken to show progress
with the Canyon Creek
project. Here are 2 sets of
before the exclosure (2005)
and then 11 years after exclosure has been in place
in 2014. The exclosure will
have been up a total of
13 years when we deconstruct. AZGFD built it the
fall of 2005 which was a few
years after the fire. Photo
credits courtesy of Arizona
Game and Fish Department.

The continual recovery of Canyon Creek after the Rodeo-Chedeski
wildfire is a tribute to the work of the Arizona Game and Fish Department, the US Forest Service, Natural Channel Design Inc., and
countless volunteers. That massive fire destroyed the Canyon Creek
watershed and severely impacted the creek. The devastating runoff
and erosion after the fire caused sediment to accumulate in the
creek and caused it to become shallower in many stretches. It destroyed stream-side vegetation which contributed to less stable
stream banks. This shallower, less shaded creek caused an overall
rise in temperature that was no longer conducive to trout.
Extensive stream improvement work has returned Canyon Creek
to a fabulous trout stream once again. If you have not fished Canyon Creek lately, not only are there a lot of trout, but there are some
really big brown trout too! A great place to look for them is in the
areas that have benefited from this stream improvement work.
Volunteers played a critical role in this project years ago by taking on a variety of tasks including: rock placements to narrow the
creek at certain points so that it would flow deeper, the planting of
vegetation to stabilize banks, and the installation of vehicle barriers to prevent erosion in the meadow along the creek. In 2005, an
elk exclosure was constructed for a half mile long section of the
creek. The purpose of elk exclosures is to allow plants to naturally
return while preventing elk from browsing on the plants so that the
area can become thickly vegetated and provide erosion protection
and critical shade to the creek.
The area within the exclosure now has a healthy thicket of willows, narrow leaf cottonwoods, and other stabilizing vegetation
that can thrive without the protection provided by the elk-proof
fencing. It is now time to remove the elk exclosure and replace it

with livestock fencing along that section of the creek. The exclosure once removed, then can be used in other areas needing protection. To accomplish this task, AZGFD and USFS need volunteers
to help with the work. They are organizing a Volunteer Work Day
on Friday/Saturday September 7th and 8th. They are looking for
volunteers young, old, and in between! Each day will start at 8am at
a staging area just downstream of the OW Ranch bridge on FR 188.
Recommended gear includes: long pants, long sleeve shirts (or layers) work gloves, hiking or outdoor boots, protective eyewear, and
a hat. You should also bring lunch, snacks, and drinks as you need.
All tools will be provided.
If you are interested in volunteering to help with this project,
contact: Dana Warnecke, AZGFD at 480-324-3547 or dwarnecke@
azgfd.gov so that sufficient tools are on hand for all volunteers. You
will also be given more specific directions on getting to the work
site on Canyon Creek.
There is a similar stream improvement project in the planning
stages for sections of the East Verde River. As those plans move
toward the implementation stage, I am sure there will be a similar
need for volunteers for a variety of tasks. I appreciate AZGFD and
USFS working to improve our streams and provide healthier conditions for our forest that benefit fish and wildlife for us all to enjoy.
If you are available to help with this project on Canyon Creek on
September 7th or 8th I hope you will volunteer. If you haven’t been
to Canyon Creek lately, it will certainly give you a chance to scout
out the creek for future fishing possibilities and work side by side
with others who fish Canyon Creek regularly. Besides the satisfaction of helping restore the creek, you may come away with some
great tips for future fishing success
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DFC OUTING • UP-DATE
as
reported
by...

In September...Don't miss this: The Links at Queen Creek on Saturday, September 15,
2018 and this is one of our favorites. The manager of the golf course allows the club to
fish their 5 lakes while they are over-seeding the course for the winter season. Catches
typically include tilapia (some of them surprisingly large) carp, bass and bluegill. Floating and slow sinking lines paired with 4-6 weight rods should be perfect. The club does
this outing in tandem with Project Healing Waters, with club members assisting the
vets. Lunch is provided-and get this-there is no charge for lunch!! Sadly, we may not
have too many years to enjoy this outing since the rumor is that the course will be sold
and converted to a residential/commercial planned community.

For more information, please contact Frank Schettino at:
sketno1026@hotmail.com or at 917-414-5428.

joe
staller

Hooks

October brings cooler temperatures and one of my personal favorite outings--Rocky Point in Sonora, Mexico. The club has been doing this outing for over 50 years,
and for good reason-great fishing, great food and great friends. The club centers its
activities at an RV park right on the beach, and if the tides are right, you can effortlessly
drift with the current fishing up the coast from the RV park to old town. Stop in town
for lunch and a cerveza, and ride the tide back to the RV park. Members can stay at the
RV park (tenting or RV's) or stay next door at the motel, or rent a condo further down
the beach. Required gear includes a good quality kick boat with oars, 7-8 wt rods, and
350-400 grain fast sinking fly lines. Lots of flies will work, but it is hard to beat a chartreuse and white Clouser, or pink shrimp flies.

Dates for this outing are Oct 31-Nov 4, 2018
Contact Vince (Mr. Rocky Point) Deadmond at vince@ajbest.com
NOTE: See additional information in this newsletter.

By Richard Zieger

I read a while ago a statement that went something like this: "I don't
know why fly fisherman will use a $500 rod, $60.00 line, $300.00 reel
and use a hook that costs 3 cents on the end of the line."
The point being that we all want to get hooks for the lowest price
that we can. I may be the worst one in the world for this. I can not walk
past Aberdeen hooks that are on sale.
I know that there will be some folks that are aghast or ashamed to
see that written. I still do several of my patterns for crappie and gills on
these hooks. My feeling is that several of the Aberdeen hooks are like
a 2x long fly tying hook. I have set them up side by side and checked
them to see how different they are, and I don't see much difference.
One of the points of the author that wrote the article was to say whey
do we spend so much on all of the equipment and then gripe about a
hook that costs a dime. If the hook is bad then the whole things comes
apart. With a bad hook you can loose the fish and the material in the
fly is gone also. Depending on the materials that you use on the fly,
you can have more cost in the materials than in the hook, but the hook
is the contact point.
I will be honest with you and tell you that I do buy some of the more
expensive hooks. If I am in a swap it is usually the more expensive
hook that I use. I also use some of these for my own use.
I do tie my patterns on hooks from three or four manufactures.
Hooks from Mustad and Eagle Claw have thicker, heavier wire than do
those from Tiemco and Dai-rki for example. By using these different
hooks I can get flies that fall at different rates in the water. On those
patterns that I want to suspend then the same amount of foam will
cause the flies to suspend at different depths. There are days when this
seems to be very important.

I also tie some of the flies in each hook style with bead heads. Again
I will get different rates of drop with the flies. These flies tend to get a
little deeper than the unweighted ones and I can change how fast the
fly drops even when it is deep in the water column. Heavier hooks and
a bigger bead head give more of a yo-yo effect to the fly. This works
better on some days and not as well on others. I tend to let the fish tell
me what is the best thing to do.
I will tell you that having read that article and thought about my
hook buying, it does not bother me near as much to order the more
expensive hooks now. When I look at what I spend on other things to
fish with or to tie flies, then the one piece that attaches me to the fish
had better be in pretty good shape. I am not saying that any of the
hooks are bad.
I will still use the other hooks and not pass up any bargains. Earlier
this year I hit an online sale and got 500 size 10 and 500 size 12 Mustad
hooks. I will use these on patterns and not have to buy those hooks for
a long time. When I am at tying demonstration these are good hooks
to use as there is not much cost in the flies that are given away.
The way that the article changed me was to get me to buy hooks
for what I want to do and not to worry about the cost very much. We
still buy good hackle and pass on the cheaper hackles for most of our
flies. Still use Indian necks and such on popping bugs. They do have
their place. But for my dry flies I use a high quality hackle so they will
float like I want and I never blink when I pull the feather out of the
package to use it.
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Let's get going to the SAN JUAN RIVER!

SAN JUAN RIVER TRIP - Yahoo, only a few weeks away. We are
looking forward to another great trip, three nights lodging and
two days of guided fishing. We now have six people going in
the September 17th group and six going in the September 20th
group. We have two places available for each group so it is not
too late to join us. Price is $620.00 double occupancy. We need
everyone to make their final payment at the September meeting
or get the money to me by the meeting. Anyone else interested
in the trip can see me at the meeting or call me at 602-451-9459.
Don't miss out! 34 inch Brown Trout caught about two months ago!

Questions/Information?
Hook up with host:
BILLY WINGO at:
Billy.Wingo@phoenix.gov
602-451-9459
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ROCKY POINT 55
The Annual Rocky Point Outing will mark the club’s 55th trip to Puerto Penasco, Mexico. Any
event that has that much history must be consistently good. If this is your first outing to Rocky
Point the club makes it easy, veteran club members have made the trip before and have answers for your questions. I’ll have a handout sheet that covers many of the topics you may
have questions about. In August we had a good number of folks who signed up already. If you
are planning to go make your reservations now. If you are camping in the RV Park tell them
that you are with the Desert Fly Caster group and they will try to put us together. Most of the
activities will take place at the Playa de Oro RV Park on Mirador Beach. If you are not set up for
camping they have trailers for rent and Sea Side Reservations has condos on the beach near by.
The Hotel El Mirador is next door to the Trailer Park.

with
Vince
Deadmond
RE!!
BEWAFC
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u
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You can fish from shore or use your pontoon boat. Pontoon boat fishing allows you to cover
a good amount of water. We usually try to catch a tide that will take us out then return us to our
starting point. This is a good outing to catch fish and learn some new tricks. If you are wanting
to caravan down in a group let me know and I’ll try to match up folks. Our fishing schedule is
driven by wind and tide. Here is my suggestion for launching your pontoon boat on this trip.

SCHEDULE
Tue Oct 30 La Pinta 9:00 AM launch
Wed Oct 31 La Pinta 9:00 AM launch
Thur Nov 1 Mirador 7:30 AM launch * Fish Fry at Latitude 31
Fri Nov 2 La Pinta 8:00 AM launch
* Appetizers @ Playa de Oro & fish stories
Sat Nov 3 Mirador 9:00 AM launch
* Banquet & raffle @ El Capitan
Sun Nov 4 pick your beach and your time
*1 We will need to catch and keep fish for the fish fry at 6:30PM
*2 Bring enough appetizers to share we will probably have 30 people at this outing 6:30PM
*3 I could use help with raffle table items 6:30PM
I encourage you to write your own schedule come down early and stay late or if you only
have a short time the Saturday float, Banquet, and raffle at El Capitan is usually a good time.
Rocky Point shirts. As usual we are short on time bring a fishing shirt to the September
meeting if you would like it embroidered with your name and the Puerto Penasco outing date.
Some of the out of town folks purchased a shirt online and had them mailed to me. Cost $11.
Contact information - Playa de Oro RV Park 602 476 2242, Hotel Mirador 480 626 5841, Sea Side
Reservations (condos) • 480 282 8608 Catch Vince Deadmond at: vince@ajbest.com
OR: 480•818•1796. If you have any questions call or email.
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National Park Service Expanded Non-native
Aquatic Species Management Plan and
Environmental Assessment (NPS-EA) Update

Written and Compiled by

Jim Strogen
and
Joe Miller

Jim Strogen
is the Recreational Fishing
Representative
(sponsored by FFI & TU)
to the Technical Work
Group of the AMWG.
Joe Miller
is the former
representative.

Questions • Concerns
Volunteers and additional
Information...
Catch Jim Strogen at:
jimstrog@gmail.com
Catch Joe Miller at:
jamiller101@gmail.com

As we promised the DFC newsletter distribution in our last update, we want to keep you informed on the latest details regarding the NPS-EA. Information was presented at the Glen Canyon Adaptive Management Work Group (AMWG) meeting in Flagstaff on August 23rd. This plan
is of great concern to anglers and fishing guides who are extremely worried about the impact of
a proposed component of that plan to extensively and intensively electro-shock in Lees Ferry to
control brown trout in this Blue Ribbon rainbow trout fishery.
Initially the NPS had anticipated releasing the document for public review
in mid August. The actual release date
of this approximate 75 page document
plus appendices is now anticipated
sometime between September 5th and
11th (likely September 10th or 11th).
As part of the process, other agencies
have already had the opportunity to
provide input on the plan, and hopefully have suggested modifications to
the plan that we all reviewed at the
public meetings last December that
will minimize impact on the rainbow
trout fishery. AZGFD is one of those
other agencies and has key management responsibilities of the fisheries on theColorado River.
We have had a longstanding appreciation for the responsible care and management that AZGFD
has provided for the fish and wildlife of the state and are sure that they have shared their best
scientifically supported position with the NPS.
Because the actual date of the 30 day public comment period and the scheduled public meetings during this 30 day period are not officially established yet, we will provide you with the most
current information shared at the AMWG meeting. We believe the dates for the public meetings
are firm, although as noted the exact release date of the document is still a 6 day window.
There will be a webinar scheduled for September 20th, and public meetings in Page on
September 25th, Flagstaff on September 26th, and Phoenix on September 27th. The Phoenix
meeting will be from 6-8 pm at the AZGFD Headquarters Office on Carefree Highway.
It is important that you plan to attend one of these meetings and send in your comments regarding the NPS-EA within the public comment period. Many of you may recall that there was
not even a meeting scheduled for Phoenix last December, and upon angler representative insistence that meeting was added. The NPS was overwhelmed by the number of anglers in attendance
at the meeting held in Phoenix last December and our comments on the plan dominate the public
comments of record. Hopefully those comments have had a profound impact on the NPS thinking on their plan and provided additional leverage in conversations your AMWG representatives
have had with the NPS in the past several months.
We appreciate the dilemma that the NPS is in to protect threatened and endangered species
while still satisfying the requirement to sustain the quality rainbow trout fishery at Lees Ferry. We
believe that their concerns are overstated with regard to the current threat posed by brown trout
and not well-supported by science. We also believe that any extensive and intensive electrofishing could potentially kill countless rainbow trout if adequate safeguards are not applied; and at
the very least would disrupt fishing and the economy of that area for potentially a couple months
while the electro-shocking continues.
We urge you to stay informed on this very important issue. Your participation in an upcoming public meeting and your constructive comments to the plan sends a strong message to the
NPS about angler value of the Lees Ferry fishery and our commitment to utilize good science to
provide the best management decisions for the river.
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This is Buffy the Bone Fish.
Buffy enjoys the sea food
buffet especially
fresh shrimp and crab!
Vince Deadmond •
vddeadmond@msn.com

Editor's Ramblings...
Yeah...ahhh... yeah Vince, name the fish
you caught. Okay, let's go with that for
now. Also understand you've got things
lined up for all the DFC Trout Bums for
the annual Rocky Point trip in October!
Am wondering here if by chance one
of those R/P evening gatherings around
food and drinks if you'll have some type
of prize awarded to a lucky Trout Bum for
the name of his catch of the day?
Yeah...ahhh... yeah Vince, lets all sit
around and name our fish....Yeah Vince,
that's the ticket!
So maybe one of you DFC Trout Bums can
send me a favorite catch for a future issue.

...Good Catch, Vince
R.McKeon, Editor
rmckeon2@cox.net

Questions? Catch, Frank Schettino at:
sketno1026@hotmail.com or at 917-414-5428

Annual San Juan River Trip

Note: There are 2 parts of this trip offered
September 17th & September 20th- 2018
Questions/Information?
Host: BILLY WINGO at: Billy.Wingo@phoenix.gov • 602-451-9459

Rocky Point in Sonora, Mexico

October 31-November 4, 2018

Host: Vince (Mr. Rocky Point) Deadmond at vince@ajbest.com

